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I n a p p l i c a t i o n s of the t h e o r y of Lebesgue i n t e g r a t i o n t o the 
s tudy of i n t e g r a l t r a n s f o r m s , o r d i n a r y and p a r t i a l d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n s , 
and i n t e g r a l e q u a t i o n s , the need f r e q u e n t l y a r i s e s t o approximate f u n c ­
t i o n s i n the ^ spaces by f u n c t i o n s p o s s e s s i n g c e r t a i n r e g u l a r i t y 
p r o p e r t i e s . In p a r t i c u l a r i t i s o f t e n d e s i r a b l e t o approximate f u n c t i o n s 
i n the d( spaces by s t e p - f u n c t i o n s , by c o n t i n u o u s f u n c t i o n s of compact 
s u p p o r t , and by d i f f e r e n t i a b l e f u n c t i o n s , , The most u s e f u l t y p e of a p p r o x i ­
mat ion i s an a p p r o x i m a t i o n in the sense of the norm of °^p° Thus one may 
be i n t e r e s t e d in showing t h a t a f a m i l y of "wel l -behaved" f u n c t i o n s i s dense 
i n the space c£ „ I s o l a t e d o c c u r r e n c e s of theorems of t h i s g e n e r a l nature 
P 
are t o be found i n t h e l i t e r a t u r e , , However, most of the se r e s u l t s d e a l 
o n l y w i t h the space ^ ( E ^ , A , u ) where E^ i s one -d imens iona l Eucl idean 
space and \i i s Lebesgue measure,, The o b j e c t o f C h a p t e r s I I and I I I i s 
t o p r o v e , under more g e n e r a l hypotheses on the measure space (X , A , \i), 
t h a t v a r i o u s c l a s s e s of f u n c t i o n s are dense in (X , A , \i) f o r 1 < p < ooe 
I n C h a p t e r I I i t i s shown t h a t the c l a s s of s imple f u n c t i o n s i s dense 
i n ^ ( X , A , a.) f o r an a r b i t r a r y measure space (X , A , \i) „ The measure 
space i s then s p e c i a l i z e d t o (E , A , u) where \i i s a L e b e s g u e - S t i e l t j e s 
measure in E^„ The concept of L e b e s g u e - S t i e l t j e s measure i s d e f i n e d and 
t h e m e a s u r e - t h e o r e t i c r e s u l t s n e c e s s a r y t o the u n d e r s t a n d i n g of C h a p t e r s 
I I and I I I are presented, , I t i s then shown t h a t the f a m i l y of cont inuous 
2 
functions of compact support^ the family of step-functions, and the family 
of polynomials of compact support are dense in ^ (E^, A, 
The theorems of Chapter II are extended to A spaces for 1 < p <oo 
in Chapter III, The separability of the metric spaces <& (E^, A, \i) for 
1 < p < oo and u- a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure in E^ is then deduced, 
OO 
Finally, the family of functions which are in C and are of compact 
support is proved to be dense in (E , A, |i) for 1 < p < oo and u-
Lebesgue measure in E . 
The object of Chapter IV is to deduce an integral representation for 
all bounded linear functionals on (X, A, \i) for 1 < p < <», Most of 
the theorems giving representations for bounded linear functionals on 
Banach or Hilbert spaces are due to F. Riesz, and theorems of this type 
are referred to as Riesz representation theorems,, In order to deduce the 
desired theorems, certain results from measure theory are neededo The 
Radon-Nikodym theorem is proved through the use of the Riesz representation 
theorem for bounded linear functionals on the Hilbert space <£^ (X, A, [i)• 
This proof is particularly interesting in the context of Chapter IV since 
the Radon-Nikodym theorem is the key to the proof of the Riesz represen­
tation theorem for £ (X, A, JA)„ The desired integral representation for 
bounded linear functionals is then proved under mild restrictions on the 
measure space (X, A, \i)0 As a corollary to the Riesz representation 
theorem, it is shown that the Banach space of all bounded linear functionals 
on ^ (X, A, u-) for 1 < p < oo is isometrically isomorphic to the space 
& (X, A, LL) where - + - = 1„ 
q ^ p q 
3 
CHAPTER II 
APPROXIMATIONS OF SUMMABLE FUNCTIONS 
In this chapter certain measure-theoretic concepts are briefly dis­
cussed,, In particular the notion of Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure in E^ 
(q-dimensional Euclidean space) is introduced,, It is then shown that 
summable functions on arbitrary measure spaces can be approximated, in a 
certain average sense, by simple functions,, It is further shown that 
Lebesgue-Stieltjes summable functions can be approximated, in this average 
sense, by continuous functions, step-functions, and polynomials. 
Definition 2.L If X is a nonempty set, A is a d-algebra of sets of 
X, and \i is a measure with domain A, the triple (X, A, u.) is called 
a measure spaces 
Remark,, In this and the succeeding chapters, it will always be assumed, 
unless the contrary is specifically stated, that A is complete for the 
measure \i. However, no further restrictions on (X, A, u.) are tacitly 
assumed. In particular (X, A, \l) is not generally assumed to be d-fin-
ite„ 
In order to obtain the desired approximation theorems, the measure 
space must be specialized. 
Definition 2.2. Let @> denote the Borel d-algebra of sets in E^ (the 
minimal d-algebra containing the family of all open sets). A Borel 
measure in E is a measure \i defined on <3 and such that u-(K) < » 
4 
for every compact set K C_ E
 6 
Let A be the family defined as follows: 
A set A C Eq is in A if and only if there are sets E, M, and N 
such that A = E U N , E, M e C8 , N C M , and FT (M) = 0. 
For each A = E U N E A with E and N as above, define the 
set function \i by 
H(A) = IL(E) . 
Theorem 2 o 3 o The family A is a d-algebra of sets in E , \i is 
a measure on A> and A is complete for \l, 
A proof may be found in Halmos (cf. [4], p. 5 5 ) . 
Remarkc The measure \l is called the completion of \i. 
Definition 2 0 4 0 If a measure \± is the completion of a Borel mea­
sure \i in E , and if A is the family described above, then 
the measure JJ. with domain A is called a Lebesgue-Stielt jes measure 
in E . 
q 
It is clear that Lebesgue measure in E^ is a Lebesgue-
Stieltjes measure*, Several important properties of Lebesgue mea­
sure are also shared by the more general L ebe sgu e - Sti e It j es 
measures. One such property is regularity, which is now discussedo 
Definition 2 . 5 o Let £ denote the family of all compact subsets of E^ 
and let Ii denote the family of all open sets in E^* Let (E , A, n) 
5 
be a (not necessarily complete) measure space 0 
(i) A set A e A is outer regular with respect to u. if 
ji(A) = inf f u-(u) : A C U e u \ • 
(ii) A set A e A is inner regular with respect to \i if 
A set A e A is regular if it is both inner and outer regular 0 A measure 
u- is regular if every set A e A is regular,, 
Theorem 2 06o Every Borel measure [i in E^ is regular,, 
The proof may be found in Halmos (cf„ [ 4 ] , p„ 228 )<> 
Corollary 2 07„ A Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure in E is regular. 
Proof, Let u- be a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure in E with domain A 
and let A e A, By definition of A there are sets E, M, and N with 
E, M e<3 such that A = E U N, N C M, M- (A) = JI(E ), and \i (N) = Ji(M) = 0 o 
If [A(A) < Theorem 2,6 implies that for any e > 0 there exist sets 
U and IJ0 in ^ such that U . Z) E s J M 3 N , 
1 
u(A) = u(E) >
 l i ( U 1 ) - | = ii(Uj) - | 2 s 
and 
0 = u(M) > \l(U2) - | = u.(U2) - | 0 
Thus 
A = E U N C U U TJ2 e ^  a n d 
n(A) > u(ux) + n(u2) - e > \i(Ui U U 2 ) - e „ 
6 
Hence, if u(A) < °°? then 
u(A) = inf ^ji(U) : A CU eU}0 
If \i(A) = oo, outer regularity of A follows at once from the fact 
that E e XL 
q 
For inner regularity let A9 E, and N be as before. Suppose first 
that u(A) < CO 0 Let e > 0 be given0 By Theorem 2o6 there is a set C e C 
such that C C E and 
il(C) > il(E) - e . 
But A D E D C and 
u(C) = il(C) > il(E) - e = Ji(A) - e . 
Thus, if u(A) < oo
 9 
u(A) = sup [li(C) : A D C eC}. 
If u(A) - |i(E) = +°°, then let M > 0 be givenc By the regularity of 
ji, there is a set C eC such that C CE C A and 
JI(C) = u(C) > M . 
Thus 
u(A) = sup jn(C) : A D C eC} = + » 
and u is inner regular0| 
At this stage it is thus known that if n is a Lebesgue-Stieltjes 







A is a r j-algebra containing all Borel sets, 
A is complete for [L* 
For each compact set C ^ E q > M-(C) < °°. 
\i is totally d-finite 0 
[i is a regular measure 0 
In this and the succeeding chapter, most of the results concern­
ing approximations of summable functions will be proved for functions 
summable relative to a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure in E^. In the proofs 
of these theorems, essential use will be made of properties (i) - (v). 
However, aside from these, no other results from the theory of Lebesgue-
Stieltjes measure will be used 0 For this reason nothing essential to the 
later development would be lost if one assumed that properties (i) - (v) 
were the defining properties of a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure in E^» The 
earlier discussion which has been outlined could then be ignored. 
Other approaches to Lebesgue-Stieltjes measures appear in the 
1iterature„ 
The most common approaches are through interval functions [13] or 
through distribution functions [10], [ll]» A discussion of the logical 
interrelations between the various approaches will not be attempted here* 
For a discussion of this subject, reference may be made to Morgan (cf. 
[ ? ] ) • 
Definition 2„8. Let (X, A, ji) be a measure space* A function f is 
a
 measurable simple function on X if and only if there are pairwise 
disjoint measurable sets A^,..., A^ and distinct complex numbers 
a^,...,a n such that, for each x e X, 
8 
f ( x ) = £ a i K A o ( x ) 
1 = 1 
w h e r e 
T h e o r e m 2 0 9 . L e t ( X , A , \i) b e a n a r b i t r a r y m e a s u r e s p a c e , a n d l e t f 
b e a n e x t e n d e d - r e a l - v a l u e d f u n c t i o n d e f i n e d o n X ( i . e . , f : X — • E * ) 
w h i c h i s s u m m a b l e o v e r X „ F o r a n y g i v e n e > 0 t h e r e e x i s t s a m e a ­
s u r a b l e s i m p l e f u n c t i o n g : X — • E ^ s u c h t h a t 
J |f " 91 d j i < e . 
X 
M o r e o v e r , g i s s u m m a b l e o v e r X , a n d 
H ( x : g ( x ) / 0} < 00
 0 
P r o o f . L e t e > 0 b e g i v e n D D e f i n e t h e f u n c t i o n s f + a n d f a s 
f o l l o w s : f o r x e X 
, ff(x) if f(x) > 0 f ( x ) = Lo if f(x) < 0 
Co i f f ( x ) > 0 
f " ( x ) = 
w ( x ) i f f ( x ) < 0 
T h e n f = f + - f
 0 B y a w e l l - k n o w n p r o p e r t y o f m e a s u r a b l e f u n c t i o n s ( c f 
T h e o r e m 1 , A p p e n d i x ) , t h e r e e x i s t s e q u e n c e s fg + ] a n d ( g 1 o f 
nonnegative measurable simple functions on X such that 
+ + + + 
g < g < ooo < g < ... < f , 
g. < g 0 < 0 0 0 < g ~ < < f" , 
+ + 
lim g (x) = f (x) for each x e X , 
n -* oo 
and 
lim g (x) = f (x) for each x e X . 
n oo 
_j  _L 
By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, since |f - g [ < |f and |f - g n | < |f 




lim f | 
n ^ o o °x 
f - g n I dp. = 0 
Choose integers and such that 
If - g N Id^ < 2 
X 1 
and 
f - gN I d\i < ^ 
X 2 
Then g = g^ - is a measurable simple function on X and 
10 
< e . 
Since g^* and g ^ are summable over X (by comparison with 
f + and f respectively), g is summable over X. Now let 
A^, A^, ..., A^ be pairwise disjoint measurable sets such that 
n n 
g 
i = l 
where a^  / 0 for any i, If u|x:g(x)/oJ = (j, | U A . = ^ u (A^) = », i = l 
then u-(A^ ) = <» for some i. But, it then follows that 
f 191 > [ |a | dp. = |a | n(A ) = » , 
JX JA. 1 1 1 l 
and g is not summable, a contradiction,^ 
In the case of an arbitrary measure space, little more can be 
said about approximations. Thus, in the remainder of this chapter, 
attention will be restricted to a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure in as 
defined earlier in this chapter, 
Definition 2.10. Let f : E —• E, be given. The function f has q 1 
compact support if and only if there exists a compact set K C E ^ such 
that 
f(x) = 0 for every x e E - K . 
The set K is called a support for f 
11 
Theorem 2.11. Let p. be a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure in and let 
f : E E * be u-summable over E . For any e > 0 there exists a 
q 1 q * 
function g : E^ — • E^ which is continuous on E , which has compact 
support, and which is such that 
f | f - g I d|i < e . 
J E 
q 
Proof. The argument is in three parts. 
Case 1. Suppose that f = K f l, where A is a bounded measurable set. 
Let I be a compact interval such that I D A and let e > 0 be given, 
By the regularity of p., there exists an open set G 3 A such that 
u.(G) < ii (A) + | . 
It may be supposed that G C l ° (the interior of I) since otherwise 
G could be replaced with G ni°» Again by regularity there exists a 
closed set F CZA such that 
ji(F) > ti(A) - | 
Thus 
li(G - F) = ii(G) - u-(F) < e 
For each x e E , let 
q' 
h(x) = dist (x, G C ) = inf { |x - y| : y e G C ) 
c c 
where G = E - G. If x e G , then h(x) = 0. Moreover, if x is 
such that h(x) = 0, then for any 6 > 0, there exists y e G such 
12 
that |y - x| < b0 But then x is a limit point of the closed set G ; 
c c that is, x e G . Thus h(x) = 0 if and only if x e G . Now let n 
be a positive integer. By definition of infimum, if x e I, there 
exists z e G such that 
|x - z I < h(x) + - . i i
 n 
It y e I, then 
h(y) < |y - z| < |y - x| + |x - z| < |y - x| + h(x) + ^  . 
Thus 
h(y) - h(x) < |y - x| + ~ . 
If x and y are interchanged in this argument, it follows that 
h(x) - h(y) < |y - x| + £ . 
Since this is true for each positive integer n, 
|h(x) - h(y)| < |y - x| for all x, y e I . 
Thus h is continuous on I. But h vanishes outside G CZI°, so 
that h(x) = 0 for x in E - I or x in the boundary of I. Hence 
h is continuous on all of E . 
q 
The set F found above is compact, and therefore h assumes its 
minimum value X on F. Let x e F be such that h(x ) = X = 
min fh(x) : x e F} . Since x* ^  G°, h(x*) = X > 0. For each x e E , 
define 
h(x) = r- min ( X, h(x) \ . 
13 
Note t h a t h ( x ) = 1 i f x e F and h ( x ) = 0 i f x e G . As t h e minimum 
of two c o n t i n u o u s f u n c t i o n s , h i s c o n t i n u o u s on E and i s hence mea-
' q 
s u r a b l e . S i n c e h i s n o n n e g a t i v e , 0 < h ( x ) < 1 f o r every x e E ^ . 
Thus 
f |h - K |du = f |h - K |dp. + f |h - K. |dp. + [ |h - K |d|i 
J E J F J E - G J G - F 
q q 
= f |h - K. |dji < f 1 dp, = u(G - F ) < e . 
J G - F A J G - F 
S i n c e h has compact support I , the proof f o r Case 1 i s comple te . 
Case 2 . Suppose t h a t f i s a f i n i t e - v a l u e d measurable s imple f u n c t i o n 
v a n i s h i n g o u t s i d e a compact i n t e r v a l I . Thus l e t A ^ , . . . , A be p a i r -
n 
wise d i s j o i n t measurable s e t s such t h a t U A . C I and l e t 
j = l J 
n f =
 I 3 j K A . • 
j-1 0 
L e t e > 0 be g i v e n . The argument of Case 1 a p p l i e s t o f o r each 
j 
j . T h u s , f o r each j , l e t h^ be a f u n c t i o n , c o n t i n u o u s on E ^ and 
v a n i s h i n g o u t s i d e I , such t h a t 




hj -KA I (la.1%1) n 
q J J 
L iaihi-f d^ L i 'aj'ihj~KA,i du E " J J j 
q J = l 
* I lajl (\*.\\ l ) n < £ ' j = l J 
14 
Moreover, h = ^ aj^j * s continuous o n a n c* has compact support I. 
j = l 
Case 3. Let f be summable over E . Since f is almost everywhere 
q 
finite, there is no loss of generality in assuming that f is finite-
valued. For n = 1,2,..., let 
W = 
n 
x : |x±| < n, i = 1,2,..., q 
Define the sequence |fn~j a s follows: for n = 1,2,... and x e E , 
let 




lim f (x) = f(x) 
n 
n -» co 
|fn(*)l < |f(x: 
for each x e E^. By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, 
n <» E 
f - f I du = 0 
n 1 
Let e > 0 be given and choose N such that 
J if - g * < I . 
E 
q 
For this fixed N, fx,(x) = 0 for x e E - WM where W.. is a closed 
' N q N N 
15 
i n t e r v a l . By Theorem 2.9 t h e r e i s a f i n i t e - v a l u e d measurable s imple 
f u n c t i o n h such t h a t 
E 
( c l e a r l y h may be assumed t o v a n i s h o u t s i d e s i n c e f f j ( x ) = ^ f ° r 
x e E - W M ) . 
q N 
By Case 2 a f u n c t i o n g c o n t i n u o u s on E^ w i t h compact support 
I can be chosen so t h a t 




J | f - g | d , < J | f - f N | d , + J | f N - h | * 
h h h 
q q q 





 3 + 3 + 3 = 6 • 
The f u n c t i o n g i s t h e r e f o r e of t h e d e s i r e d t y p e . _ 
m 
Other a p p r o x i m a t i o n theorems can now be deduced from Theorem 2 . 1 1 . 
C e r t a i n p r e l i m i n a r y r e s u l t s are n e c e s s a r y . 
D e f i n i t i o n 2 . 1 2 . A complex -va lued f u n c t i o n f d e f i n e d on E^ i s a s tep-
f u n c t i o n i f and o n l y i f t h e r e are f i n i t e l y many p a i r w i s e d i s j o i n t f i n i t e 
i n t e r v a l s I , , . . . . I i n E and complex numbers a , , . . . , a such 1' ' n q K 1' ' n 




i = l 
F =
 2, a i K 
Theorem 2 . 1 3 . L e t J be a f i n i t e c l o s e d i n t e r v a l i n E . There i s a q 
c o u n t a b l e c o l l e c t i o n S of s t e p - f u n c t i o n s , d e f i n e d on E ^ and v a n i s h ­
ing o u t s i d e J , w i t h the f o l l o w i n g p r o p e r t y . For any c o n t i n u o u s complex-
v a l u e d f u n c t i o n f on J and any e > 0, t h e r e e x i s t s a f u n c t i o n g E 
such t h a t 
| f ( x ) - g ( x ) | < e 
f o r each x e J . 
P r o o f . L e t J be a compact i n t e r v a l in E ^ . C o n s i d e r the c o u n t a b l e 
f a m i l y N = { P ^ , . . . , P , o f p a r t i t i o n s of J where P^ d i v i d e s 
J i n t o 2 C ' n equal s u b i n t e r v a l s ^ n ^ > ^ n 2 , c " f ^ 2^n * ^ r / n = l ' ^ , . . . ) 
be the f a m i l y of a l l s t e p - f u n c t i o n s d e f i n e d on E ^ which v a n i s h on ^ q " ^ 
and which have c o n s t a n t r a t i o n a l r e a l and imag inary p a r t s on each of t h e 
s e t s J J
 0 , . . . . J n n „ Each J c o n t a i n s on ly a c o u n t a b l e number 
n l ' n 2 ' ' n 2 q n 
o f f u n c t i o n s . I f = U <8 T then $ i s a l s o a c o u n t a b l e c o l l e c t i o n 
n=l 
o f s t e p - f u n c t i o n s which v a n i s h on E - J . 
L e t e > 0 be g i v e n , and l e t f be any complex -va lued f u n c t i o n 
c o n t i n u o u s on J . Then f i s u n i f o r m l y c o n t i n u o u s on J , so t h e r e e x i s t s 
a 6 > 0 such t h a t 
| f ( x ) - f ( y ) | < | 
i f x, y e J and* | x - y | < 6. From N s e l e c t a p a r t i t i o n P^ f o r 
which 
17 
sup | | x - y | : x , y e J n k , k = 1 , . . . , 2 q n J < b. 
From e a c h o f the i n t e r v a l s J n k ( k = ! > • • • > 2 q n ) s e l e c t a p o i n t x^. 
D e f i n e the s t e p - f u n c t i o n h by 
rf(xk) i f x e J n k (k = 1 , . . . , 2 q n ) , 
h ( x ) = < 
Lo if x f J . 
From $ s e l e c t a f u n c t i o n g such t h a t 
| h ( x ) - g(x)| < | 
f o r each x e E ^ . Then, i f x e J , x e f o r e x a c t l y one k; t h u s , 
f o r each such x , 
| f(x) - g(x)| < | f ( x ) - h(x)| + | h ( x ) - g(x)| 
< | f(x) - f ( x j | + § < e 
s i n c e x - x. < 6. _ 1
 k 1 | 
Theorem 2 . 1 4 . L e t u be a L e b e s g u e - S t i e l t j e s measure in E and l e t 
q 
f : E —• E , be u-summable over E . For any e > 0 t h e r e e x i s t s a q 1 q 7 
s t e p - f u n c t i o n g : E ^ —• E^ such t h a t 
J | f - g | du < e . 
E 
q 
P r o o f . L e t e > 0 be g i v e n . By Theorem 2.11 t h e r e i s a cont inuous 
f u n c t i o n h : E ^ —• E^ w i t h compact support K such t h a t 
18 
j if -
 h| dn<§. 
E 
q 
Let J be a compact interval containing K. Since h is continuous 
on Eq, h is continuous on J, By the preceding theorem there is a 
step-function g : E^ — • E^ such that, for each x e J, 




and such that g(x) = 0 for x e E - J. Thus, for x e E - J, 
q ' q 
|h(x) - g(x)| = 0 . 
Therefore, 
f I f - 9 I dp. < f | f - h | dp, + I* | h - g | du 
E E W E 
q q q 
<l + J |h - g| dp, < | + | = e . 
Theorem 2,11, together with the Weierstrass approximation theorem, 
can now be used to deduce still another approximation theorem. 
Theorem 2.15. Let p. be a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure in E^ and let 
*-
f : E — • E, be p,-summable over E . For any e > 0 there exists a 
q 1 q 7 
function g : E^ —* E^ and a compact set K such that: 
(i) For x = (x^, x^,..., x ) e K, g(x) = p(x) where p is a 
polynomial in x^, x^,..., x^. 
(ii) For x e E^ - K, g(x) = 0. 
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(iii) f |f - g! du < e 
E 
q 
Proof. Let e > 0 be given. By Theorem 2.11 there is a function 
h : Eq — * E p continuous on E^ with compact support K, such that 
|f - h| da < | 
E 
q 
Since h is continuous on the compact set K, the Weierstrass approxi­
mation theorem guarantees the existence of a polynomial p defined on 
E such that, for each x e K, 
q ' 
l h ( x ) " p ( x ) l < 2 ( u ( l O + 1) ' 
Now define a function g as follows: 
g(x) = p(x) if x e K , 
= 0 i f x e E - K . 
q 
The function g satisfies (i) and (ii). Clearly g is measurable. 
Thus 
r lf " 91 d H < F |f - h| d»i + f |h - g| du 
J E J E J E 
q q q 




p. [x : |f(x)| > M ) = 0 . 
APPROXIMATIONS IN L SPACES 
P 
In this chapter the approximation theorems of Chapter II are 
extended to the spaces (1 < p < » ) . It is shown in addition 
that functions in (E^, A, p,), for p. Lebesgue measure, can be 
approximated by functions of compact support which have derivatives of all 
orders. This result is of considerable practical importance (cf. [ 6 ] , 
[15]). 
Certain of the notions of L^ space theory will first be sur­
veyed briefly (details may be found in [5] or [16]). Recall that a mea­
sure space (X, A, p.) is tacitly assumed to be complete for the measure 
p.. 
Definition 3.1. Let p be a real number such that 1 < p < ». Let 
(X, A, p.) be a measure space, A complex-valued function f defined on 
X is in L p(X> A, p.) if the functions Re(f) and Im(f) are measur­
able (i.e., f is measurable) and |f|^ is summable over X (relative 
to p.). 
Definition 3.2. Let (X, A, p.) be a measure space. A complex-valued 
function f defined on X is in L (X, A, p.) if f is measurable and 
if there is a real number M such that 
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The number M i s c a l l e d an e s s e n t i a l upper bound f o r f . 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 3 . For f e L (X , A , ji) > 1 < P < °°> t h e symbol 




For f e L (X , A , p.) , ||f|| denotes the number 
= i n f •[ M : M i s an e s s e n t i a l upper bound f o r f } . 
I n order t o c i rcumvent c e r t a i n d i f f i c u l t i e s a r i s i n g from the f a c t 
t h a t i t i s p o s s i b l e t o have | | f | | p = lslp even though f ( x ) = g ( x ) does 
not hold f o r every x e X , the f o l l o w i n g d e f i n i t i o n s are c u s t o m a r i l y 
made. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 4 . L e t 1 < p < <» and l e t f , g e L ^ (X , A , n) . I f 
AS 
f ( x ) = g ( x ) a lmost everywhere on X , w r i t e f - g . Then d e f i n e f by 
f = f g : g e L ( X , A , n ) , f - g } . 
A 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 5 . L e t 1 < p < <». The s e t of a l l e q u i v a l e n c e c l a s s e s f 
f o r f e L ( X , A , p,) i s denoted by <& ( X , A , f i ) . 
P P 
D e f i n i t i o n 3.6. For 1 < p < 0 0 and f e <£ ( X , A , p.), d e f i n e the norm 
|| f | |p t o be the number 
|| f | | p = || f | | p f o r any f e f . 
With t h e s e d e f i n i t i o n s i t i s wel l -known t h a t , f o r 1 < p < oo, 
( X , A , p.) i s a normed l i n e a r s p a c e . Furthermore , i f the f u n c t i o n 
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d : X x X —• E x i s d e f i n e d by 
d ( f , 5) - i|f - g | | p ( i ) 
f o r each f , g e <A (X , A , p,) , then d i s a m e t r i c on cfc^ ( X , A , p.). 
I t can then be shown ( c f . [ 5 ] , [ 1 6 ] ) t h a t , f o r 1 < p < » , ( X , A , p.) 
i s a complete m e t r i c ( l i n e a r ) s p a c e 0 
I n a d d i t i o n t o t h e s e c o n c e p t s , the s tandard i n e q u a l i t i e s of Holder 
and Minkowski w i l l be usedo 
Remark. The symbols L ( X , A , p,) and <A ( X , A , p.) w i l l be shortened 
P P 
t o Lp and <A , r e s p e c t i v e l y , when no c o n f u s i o n seems p o s s i b l e . I f on ly 
f u n c t i o n s which are e x t e n d e d - r e a l - v a l u e d are t o be c o n s i d e r e d , then t h e 
s p a c e s w i l l be d e s i g n a t e d by r e a l and r e a l 
The theorems of C h a p t e r I I w i l l now be g e n e r a l i z e d . 
Theorem 3 . 7 . L e t ( X , A , p.) be an a r b i t r a r y measure space and l e t 
1 < p < oo. i f f e L p ( X > A , p.) , then f o r any e > 0 t h e r e i s a measur­
a b l e s imple f u n c t i o n g e L p ( x > A , p.) such t h a t 
( i ) | | f - g|| < e and 
( i i ) p. { x : g ( x ) ^ 0^ < oo . 
P r o o f . Case 1. Suppose t h a t f i s nonnegat ive on X . Then t h e r e i s a 
sequence {9nj of nonnegat ive measurable s imple f u n c t i o n s on X such 
t h a t 
9 x ( x ) < g 2 ( x ) < . . . < f ( x ) 
and 
l im g (x ) = f ( x ) 
n ~* oo 
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f o r each x e X ( c f . Theorem 1, A p p e n d i x ) . Thus | f - 9 I** < | f p < |flp 
f o r each n = 1 , 2 , . . . . By t h e Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem 
l im J | f - g n | P dp. = 0 . 
n-*co " X 
L e t e > 0 be g i v e n and choose an i n t e g e r N such t h a t 







The f u n c t i o n g., i s a s imple f u n c t i o n , and g., i s in r e a l L s i n c e N r ' N p 
0 < g^ < f . By an argument a n a l o g o u s t o t h a t used i n Theorem 2 . 9 , i t 
f o l l o w s t h a t 
H ( x : 9 N ( x ) r< OJ < oo . 
C a s e 2 . L e t f be an e x t e n d e d - r e a l - v a l u e d f u n c t i o n d e f i n e d on X and 
+ - + 
w r i t e f = f - f . L e t e > 0 be g i v e n . By Case 1 a p p l i e d t o f and 
f , t h e r e are s imple f u n c t i o n s g^ and g^ in r e a l L ^ such t h a t 
| | f + - g || < | and | | f ' - g || < | . 
P P 
Moreover , \i { x : g^(x ) / o"j < co and \l | x : q^[x) / 0 }^ < <». T h e r e ­
f o r e , by Minkowsk i ' s i n e q u a l i t y 
IIF - (G X - 9 2)H_ < L|F+ - G J L + IIF" - G 2 I L < e • 
The f u n c t i o n g = g^ - g^ i s a measurable s imple f u n c t i o n w i t h the 
d e s i r e d p r o p e r t i e s . 
Case 3 . L e t f be a complex-va lued f u n c t i o n on X . L e t e > 0 be g i v e n , 
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By Case 2 applied to Re(f) and Im(f), there are simple functions g^  
and g~ in L such that 
^2 p 
||Re(f) - g j ^ < | and ||lm(f) - g2|| < | . 
The functions g^  and g^ vanish outside sets of finite measure. By 
an argument analogous to that of Case 2, it follows that g = g^  + ig2 
is a 
(ii). 
measurable simple function in possessing properties (i) and 
I 
Attention now will be restricted to a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure 
in E . 
q 
Theorem 3.8. Let 1 < p < oo and let p. be a Lebesgue-Stielt jes mea­
sure in Eq. If f e L^E^, A, p.), then, for any e > 0 there is a 
function g e L^(E^, A, p.) such that 
(i) g is continuous on E^ , 
(ii) g has compact support, and 
(iii) ||f - g||p < e . 
Proof. Case 1. Suppose first that f is in real L^. For n = 1,2,., 
let 
w
n = { x : |x.[ < n, i = 1,2,... q 
and define f by 
n 1 
fn(x) = f(x) if x e W and |f(x)| < n , 
= 0 otherwise. 










N L P < L F L P F O R E A C N N> 
l im [ | f - f | P DLT = 0 
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem., L e t e > 0 be g i v e n 
and choose an i n t e g e r N such t h a t 
IIF - G I P < ! • (2) 
L e t t h i s N be he ld f i x e d . S i n c e f.. i s summable over E , f o r any 
N q* 7 
T) > 0 t h e r e i s , by Theorem 2 . 1 1 , a f u n c t i o n h, c o n t i n u o u s on E^ and 
of compact s u p p o r t , such t h a t 
II F N - h|li < 1 • 
Now c o n s i d e r t h e f u n c t i o n g d e f i n e d by 
g ( x ) = min { h ( x ) , N } i f h ( x ) > 0 , 
= max | h ( x ) , - N ] i f h ( x ) < 0 . 
I t i s a s s e r t e d t h a t g i s c o n t i n u o u s and t h a t ~ 9 ( x ) | £ | f ^ ( x ) - h ( x ) | 
f o r each x e E ^ . The c o n t i n u i t y i s c l e a r s i n c e h i s c o n t i n u o u s on E . 
For the i n e q u a l i t y s e v e r a l p o s s i b i l i t i e s must be c o n s i d e r e d . L e t y e E . 
I f | h ( y ) | < N , then g ( y ) = h ( y ) and t h e r e i s n o t h i n g t o p r o v e . I f 
h ( y ) > N , then g ( y ) = N . S i n c e ) f N ( x ) | < N f o r each x , 
0
 < g ( y ) - f N ( y ) a n d 
| g ( y ) - f N ( y ) l = g ( y ) - y y ) < h ( y ) - f N ( y ) 
< | h ( y ) - f ( y ) | . 
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I f h ( y ) < - N = g ( y ) , then 0 < f N ( y ) - g ( y ) and 
| f N ( y ) - g ( y ) | = f N ( y ) - g ( y ) < f N ( y ) - h ( y ) 
< | f N ( y ) - h ( y ) | . 
Thus If^W " g (x ) | < | f ^ (x ) - h ( x ) | f o r each x e E ^ ; c o n s e q u e n t l y 
I *N - gli < IIfN - < f) . 
By d e f i n i t i o n g has compact s u p p o r t , and | g ( x ) | < N f o r each x e E . 
S i n c e 1 < p < oo,
 x
p _ 1
 < ( 2 N ) P _ 1 f o r each x e [ 0 , 2N] CE^  
But 0 < | f - g | < 2N; t h u s 
| f N - g l P " 1 < (2N)P" 1 
o r , e q u i v a l e n t l y , 
|fN - g|p < ( 2 N ) P _ 1 |fN - g| . 
T h e r e f o r e , 
J |fN - g|p d|i < ( 2 N ) P " 1 |fN - g^  < ( 2 N ) P " 1 n . 
E 
q 
Now choose f] = ( 2 N ) 1 _ P ( | ) P , Then 
H f N - 9 | | p < | • (3) 
By Minkowsk i ' s i n e q u a l i t y and I n e q u a l i t i e s (2) and ( 3 ) , i t f o l ­
lows t h a t 
f - g|| < || f - f j | + || fM - g|| 
=>iip _ ii j g i i p II ^ i i p 
< 2 + 2 = 6 • 
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R e c a l l t h a t g i s c o n t i n u o u s on and of compact s u p p o r t . 
Case 2 . The e x t e n s i o n t o complex-va lued f u n c t i o n s f i s immediate ly 
o b t a i n e d i f Case 1 i s a p p l i e d t o R e ( f ) and I m ( f ) . ^ 
Theorem 3 . 9 . L e t 1 < p < °° and l e t \l be a L e b e s g u e - S t i e l t j e s mea­
sure in E . There i s a c o u n t a b l e c o l l e c t i o n of s t e p - f u n c t i o n s w i t h 
q 
t h e f o l l o w i n g p r o p e r t y . I f f e L (E , A , \i) and e i s a p o s i t i v e 
P Q 
number, then t h e r e i s a f u n c t i o n g such t h a t 
P - 9 | l p < e . 
P r o o f . For n = 1 , 2 , . l e t 
W n = ( x : IXJ < n, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , Q 
By Theorem 2 . 1 3 , t o each t h e r e corresponds a c o u n t a b l e f a m i l y 
of complex -va lued s t e p - f u n c t i o n s which v a n i s h o u t s i d e W . Moreover , 
by the same theorem, i t i s known t h a t ^ may be chosen in such a way 
t h a t , f o r any complex -va lued f u n c t i o n h cont inuous on W^, t h e r e i s 
a f u n c t i o n in $ which approximates h u n i f o r m l y on W^. Now l e t 
CO 
= { J $ and l e t f e L ^ . By Theorem 3.8 t h e r e i s , g i v e n e > 0, 
n=l 
a f u n c t i o n h e L such t h a t h i s c o n t i n u o u s on E , h has compact 
P q' 
support K, and 
II f - hnp < | . 
L e t N be an i n t e g e r such t h a t K C and l e t r| > 0 be g i v e n . By 
d e f i n i t i o n of t h e f a m i l y , t h e r e i s a s t e p - f u n c t i o n g e $ ^ (and 
hence in ) such t h a t 
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| h ( x ) - g ( x ) | < t| 
f o r each x e W... O u t s i d e W.. note t h a t g ( x ) = h ( x ) = 0 . Hence N N 
| |h - g | p d u = J |h - g | p du < r i p u (W N ) . 
E q W N 
Choose r\ such t h a t rj[u. (W^) ] ^ < ^ . By Minkowsk i ' s i n e q u a l i t y 
P - g | | p < If - h|lp + lh - 9llp 
1 
< I + n[^(wN)]p 
< e ' | 
T h i s theorem p o i n t s out an important f a c t about the t o p o l o g y of 
t h e Banach space ( E ^ , A , u-). 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 1 0 . L e t (X , d) be a m e t r i c s p a c e . I f t h e r e e x i s t s a 
s e t D C x such t h a t f o r any e > 0 and any x e X t h e r e i s a y e D 
f o r which d ( x , y ) < e , then D i s dense i n (X , d ) . I f t h e r e i s a 
c o u n t a b l e s e t D C X which i s dense in X , then (X , d) i s s e p a r a b l e . 
C o r o l l a r y 3 . 1 1 . L e t 1 < p < » and l e t [i be a L e b e s g u e - S t i e l t j e s 
measure in E ^ . The space <^ ( X , A , p.) , w i t h the m e t r i c d d e f i n e d 
by E q u a t i o n ( l ) , i s s e p a r a b l e . 
P r o o f . In view of Theorem 3 . 9 , i t remains on ly t o show t h a t each g ed 
i s i n L p . T h i s i s immediate s i n c e g v a n i s h e s o u t s i d e a compact se t 
and assumes on ly a f i n i t e number of f i n i t e values.j 
The most important theorem of t h i s c h a p t e r w i l l now be d i s c u s s e d . 
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Several lemmas will be given first in order to simplify the argument as 
much as possibles, 
Definition 3.12. Let f be a complex-valued function defined on E . 
r q 
If Re(f) and Im(f) have derivatives of all orders everywhere in E , 
q 
C O C O 
then f is in C on E^; i.e., f e C on E . The same terminology 
applies to real-valued functions. 
Define the function m s E — * E, by 
q 1 ' 
<p(x) = e 1 / ^ 1 2 " 1 if |x| < 1 , (4) 
= 0 if Ixl > 1 . 
Lemma 3.13. The function m defined in Equation (4) is in C°° on E , 
Furthermore, if \i is Lebesgue measure in E , then |<p|dp. > 0. 
q J r E
q 
Proof. Define the function f : E^ — • E^ by 
1 
f(t) = e 1 if t < 0 , 
= 0 if t > 0 . 
Define the function g : E — • E. by 
3
 q 1 
g(x) = |x|^ - 1 for each x e E^. 
Then, for each x e E , 
' q 
<P(X) = f[g(x)] . 
C O C O 
Clearly g e C on E ; thus, in virtue of the chain rule, <p e C 
q 
C O 
on Eq provided that f e C on E^. It is easy to see that f has 
derivatives of all orders except perhaps at t = 0. In fact 
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1 
f ( h ) . f ( 0 ) f(- - HQ) 
lim — A — < — — — - — L - lim j 
h -*o~ k oo - r 
= - 1 im k e ^ = 0 . 
k •* oo 
Evidently 
h - o + h 
(n) 
and hence f'(0) = 0. For n = 2, 3,<.00 the proof that f (0) exists 
0 0 0 0 
and is zero is analogous 0 Thus f e C on E^. It follows that <p e C 
on E . 
q 
By definition of 9, <p(x) > 0 for |x| < 1 and <p(x) = 0 for 
|x| > lo Since the set D = ( x : I x I < l} bas positive Lebesgue measure, 
P |q> I dp. = f <p dp. > 0 . 
E J D • 
q 
f ( t ) = - 4; e 1 if t < 0 and f'(t) = 0 if t > 0. To show that 
t 
f'(0) exists, let h < 0. Then 
1 
f(h) - f(0) _ elL 
h h ' 
Replace h by - ^ to obtain 
(-k)(f (- i) - f(0)] = - ke' k . 
ci -1 
From elementary analysis it is known that lim t e = 0 for any 
t-*oo 
fixed real a. Thus 
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Let [i be Lebesgue measure in E^. Define the function 
u : E —* E, by 
q 1 1 




where q> is the function defined in Equation (4), Then ||u||^  = 1, 
CO 
u e C on E by Lemma 3.13. and u and each of its derivatives are q 
zero for x e E^ - x s lxl £ 1 J ° Thus u and each of its derivatives 
are uniformly continuous on E^. 
In Lemmas 3014 and 3.15 it is assumed that p. is Lebesgue mea­
sure in E o 
q 
Lemma 3.14„ Let g : E —• E. be continuous on E and have compact 
q 1 q 
support K o Let u be the function defined by Equation ( 5 ) . For any 
h > 0 define the function u, : E —• E. by 
h q 1 7 




for each x e E . Then, for any h > 0S u, e C on E and u, has q ' 7 ' h q h 
compact support K(h). 
Proof. Let h > 0 be fixedo It must first be shown that u, is well 
n 
defined. Define the function F, s E x E —* E, by 
h q q 1 7 
Fh(x, y) = g(x - hy) u(y) . 
The function defined on E^ * E^ by g(x - hy) is continuous since it 
is a composition of continuous functions. The function defined by u(y) 
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i s a l s o c o n t i n u o u s on E £ E , and t h u s F. i s cont inuous . . Hence . 
q q ? h ' 
f o r f i x e d x , F ^ i s measurab le 0 Now, s i n c e g v a n i s h e s o u t s i d e K and 
s i n c e u ( y ) = 0 f o r | y | > 1, F ^ ( x , y ) = 0 u n l e s s t h e r e e x i s t s a y 
w i t h | y | < 1 and an x such t h a t x - hy e K„ Suppose F ^ ( x , y ) / 0 
and l e t z = x - hy e K„ Then 
disto (x, K) = inf (d(x, x) s x e K~) 
< d ( x , z ) = d ( z + h y , z ) 
< h | y | < h . 
L e t K(h) = •[ x : disto ( x , K) < h^ . I t f o l l o w s t h a t F h ( x > y) = 0 u n l e s s 
x e K(h) and [y | < 1 0 T h e r e f o r e , u^ d e f i n e d by 
U h ^ = J F h ^ x ' Y ^ d ^ Y ^ E 
q 
i s f i n i t e - v a l u e d and v a n i s h e s o u t s i d e the compact s e t K(h)» 
CO 
I t must now be shown t h a t u^ e C on E ^ 0 L e t z = x - h y e By 
a l i n e a r change of v a r i a b l e ( c f 0 [ 8 ] , p° 196) , i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
u h(x) - = h " q J g ( z ) u ( ^ ) d u ( z ) 
E 
q 
= h " q J g ( y ) u ( ^ ) du(y) 
E 
q 
L e t e^ = (1 , 0 , 0,OOO, 0) be a u n i t v e c t o r in E^« For some r e a l 
number k -f 0 , c o n s i d e r the e x p r e s s i o n 
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H k ( x ) U h ( x + kex) - U h ( x ) 
= h - q g ( y ) 
x + ke. - y 
u( — ) - u(*=Z) 
dM-(y). 
S i n c e u e C on E^, T a y l o r ' s formula ( c f . [ l ] , p . 124) a s s e r t s t h a t 
f o r each x e E and for each f i x e d y e E , q 7 q * 
x - y + ke, . 
u ( i ) - - k
 D l u 
+ u ( 
2h 1 
2 x - y + 9 k e 1 
) 
f o r 0 < 9 < I , B u t , s i n c e u i s u n i f o r m l y c o n t i n u o u s on E , t h e r e 
i s a number M such t h a t , f o r each x , y e E , 
x - y + ke . 
u ( r i ) - u (2=2) . 
h h 1 / X - y N 
x - y + 9ke 
D . 2 u ( - 1 ) 
2 h 2 1 h 
< M . 
h 
— Q — 2 
L e t e > 0 be g i v e n and l e t | k | be chosen such t h a t | k | M h l|g|^  < e 
( r e c a l l t h a t h > 0 i s f i x e d ) . T h u s , f or such v a l u e s of k and for each 
x e E , 
q 
( x ) - h - q J g ( y ) D l U h ( h } d j i ( y ) 
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h~ q J |g(y)| 
u (-
- y + ke x 
) - u (^) D l U ( ^ ) 
du(y) 
< h" q k± M ||g|| < e . 
This shows that for each x e E 
DjU h(x) = h" q j g(y) - ± — r * - d|i(y) 
E 
q 
To show that D. u, is continuous on E , let ti > 0 be given. Let 
1 h q' 1 
x e E and let 6 > 0 be such that for each fixed y e E 
< h 
q+1 . 1 
x-z 
h 
whenever z e E_ and | ~ - | < 6 (this makes use of the uniform con­
tinuity of D^u). Then, for |x - z| < 6h, 
D 1 u h ( x ) - D 1 u h ( z ) | = h -q 
D i u " D i u 
<
 h-q hq+i .—n— r lgli + iJ du-(y) < f| 
A similar argument shows that DjU^ exists and is continuous for 
j =2, 3, . q . This is sufficient to ensure that u^ is differentiable 
on E . 
q 
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I n a s i m i l a r manner i t can be shown t h a t u^ p o s s e s s e s d e r i v a t i v e s 
of a r b i t r a r y order on E ^ and t h a t t h e s e d e r i v a t i v e s can be c a l c u l a t e d 
by d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n i n s i d e the i n t e g r a l s i g n . ^ 
Lemma 3 . 1 5 . L e t g : E •—• E , be cont inuous on E and have compact 
r
 q 1 q ^ 
support K. For any h > 0 l e t t h e f u n c t i o n u^ : E ^ —• E^ be d e f i n e d 
by E q u a t i o n (6). Then, i f 1 < p < °° , 
l im II 9 - u h | | = 0 • 
h -» o F 
P r o o f . The f u n c t i o n g i s u n i f o r m l y c o n t i n u o u s on E . Thus , f o r any 
g i v e n T) > 0 , t h e r e i s a 6 > 0 such t h a t , i f x , y e E ^ and | h y | < 6, 
| g (x ) - g ( x - hy) | < r\, R e c a l l t h a t 
u d\i = | u | dji = 1 
E E 
q q 
and t h a t u ( y ) = 0 u n l e s s y e F = ^y : | y | < 1^ . Thus , i f y E F 
and h < 6, then | h y | < h < 6 and | g ( x ) - g ( x - hy) | < f| . In Lemma 
3.14 i t was shown t h a t u^, f o r each h > 0 , has compact support 
K(h) = { x : d i s t ( x , K) < h ] . Note t h a t K ^ ) C K ( h 2 ) i f 1^ < h 2 -





L e t x e E q and l e t h < min(&, 1 ) . Then h < 6, K ( h ) C K ( l ) , and 
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J |g - u h | p dp, = J |g(x) - J* g(x - hy) u(y) dp.(y) | P dp,(x) 
E q K U K ( l ) E q 
= J I | [g(x) - g(x - hy)] u(y) du(y)| P du(x) 
K U K ( l ) E q 
<- J 
KUK(l) 
<- J V 
K U K ( I ) 
|g(x) - g(x - hy) | |u(y) dji(y) du-(x) 
J |u(y)| dp.(y) du(x) 
< flP u(K U K ( 1 ) ) . 
Thus, for any given e > 0, choose t) such that t) P p.(K U K(l)) < e P . 
Then, for h < min (&, 1 ) , 
g - u j < e e _ 
, r
 h"p | 
The proof of the desired approximation theorem is now straightforward. 
Theorem 3.16. Let 1 < p < °° and let (i be Lebesgue measure in E 
If f e Lp (E^, A, p,), then for any e > 0 there is a function 
U e L (E , A , u.) such that 
p q' ' r 
(i) U e C°° on E , 
q ' 
(ii) U has compact support, and 
(iii) ||f - U||p < e . 
Proof. Case 1. Suppose f is in real L p 0 Let e > 0 be given. 
By Theorem 3.8 there exists a function g : E — • E. such that 
1 3
 q 1 
g is continuous on E , g has compact support K, and 
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L|F ~ g|[p < I;° For any h > 0 c o n s i d e r the f u n c t i o n u^ d e f i n e d by 
E q u a t i o n (6). Each f u n c t i o n u^ e C on E ^ and each has compact 
support K(h) by Lemma 3 O L 4 Q Furthermore , by Lemma 3.15, t h e r e i s a 
6 > 0 such t h a t ||g - u n l l p ^ § w n e n e v e r 0 < h < &. L e t h^ be a 
00 
p o s i t i v e number such t h a t h < 6 and d e f i n e U = u, . Then U e C 
1 
on E , U has compact s u p p o r t , and 
IIf - U|| < | | f - g | | p + ||g - U | | p < e . 
C l e a r l y U i s i n r e a l L s i n c e i t i s bounded and has compact sup-
P 
p o r t . 
Case 2O I f f e L , then app ly Case 1 t o R e ( f ) and I m ( f ) . -
P I 
No ment ion h a s , as y e t , been made of the p o s s i b i l i t y of a p p r o x i ­
mat ing f u n c t i o n s i n L . I n d e e d , r e s u l t s s i m i l a r t o those of Theorem 
3O8 and C o r o l l a r y 3oll do not hold f o r L^CE , A , \i) i f \l i s an a r b i ­
t r a r y L e b e s g u e - S t i e l t j e s measure i n E . C o n s i d e r t h e f o l l o w i n g example . 
L e t [i be Lebesgue measure i n E^° For each a e E^ l e t f be the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f u n c t i o n o f the s e t { x : x e E ^ , x > a j . Then LL^GL^ = 1 
f o r each a e E . : t h u s each f e L . Suppose t h a t E i s a subset of 
1 7 a 0 0 
L ^ which i s dense in L ; i . e 0 ? suppose t h a t f or any e > 0 and any 
f e L ^ t h e r e i s a g e L ^ such t h a t | | f - g f^ < e . T h u s , f o r t = \ 
and f o r each a e E . , t h e r e must be a f u n c t i o n g e E such t h a t 
1 a 
| | f - 9 AL^ < ^ • These f u n c t i o n s are a l l n e c e s s a r i l y d i s t i n c t s i n c e , i f 
"
f a " 9a'TO < \ a n d b e E i w i t n b / a > 
"
fb - *X >- K - F A L " «fa " %L > 1 " 3 " I ' 
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Hence E is uncountable. Moreover, if g is any function such that 
1 1 1 ||fa - < - , then g(x) < - for almost all x < a and g(x) > -
for almost all x > a„ Thus g cannot be continuous,, Therefore, if 
|i is Lebesgue measure in Ep then 
(i) L (E , A ? u.) is not separable, and 
CO J_ 
(ii) no family of continuous functions is dense in L (E., A, p.). 
Hence Theorem 3„8 and Corollary 3oll cannot be extended to L (E , A , \i) 
for all Lebesgue-Stieltjes measures. 
Finally, it should be noted that Theorem 2.15 could be extended 
to L (E p A , [i) for 1 < p < ooo jhe proof would be quite simple if 
Theorem 3o8 were usedo 
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CHAPTER IV 
REPRESENTATION THEOREMS IN L SPACES 
P 
T h i s c h a p t e r i s p r i m a r i l y concerned w i t h e s t a b l i s h i n g the R i e s z 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n theorem f o r bounded l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l s d e f i n e d on J \ 
P 
spaces (1 < p < co)0 The proof makes use of the Radon-Nikodym theorem 
in an e s s e n t i a l way 0 Thus t h e Radon-Nikodym theorem i s deduced f i r s t . 
The proof g i v e n i s based on the R i e s z r e p r e s e n t a t i o n theorem f o r l i n e a r 
f u n c t i o n a l s on a H i l b e r t s p a c e 0 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 „ l a L e t V be a l i n e a r space over the f i e l d K of com­
p l e x numbers (or over the f i e l d R of r e a l numbers) . A complex-va lued 
(or r e a l - v a l u e d ) f u n c t i o n F d e f i n e d on V i s c a l l e d a l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l 
i f 
F ( a x + py) = a F ( x ) + 0 F ( y ) 
f o r every x ? y e V and every a 9 p e K (or R ) . 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 Q 2 . I f V i s a normed l i n e a r space over K (or R ) , i f 
F i s a l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l on Vs and i f t h e r e i s a r e a l number M such 
t h a t | F ( x ) | < M ||x| | f or each x e Vp then F i s c a l l e d a bounded 
l i n e a r func t iona l« , I f F i s a bounded l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l on V, the num­
ber [|F|| d e f i n e d by 
(1) 
i s c a l l e d the norm of F o 
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Definition 4Q3° Let V be a normed linear space over K (or R). The 
collection of all bounded linear functionals on V is denoted by V 
and is called the conjugate (or dual) space of V0 
Theorem 4 C4. If V is a complete normed linear space (Banach space) 
over K (or R), then V* is also a complete normed linear space over 
K (or R) with the norm defined by Equation (1)0 Moreover, for each 
F e V* and each x e V, |F(x) | < |[F|| ° ||x||0 
The proof is straightforward and will not be given here. 
Theorem 4 05. A linear functional F on a normed linear space V is 
bounded if and only if it is continuous,, 
Proof. If there is a number M such that |F(x) | < M ||x|| for every 
x
 e V, then |F(x) - F(y)| = |F(x - y)| < M[|x - y[| for each x, y e V. 
Thus F is continuous on V. Conversely, suppose that F is continuous 
on V. If F is not bounded, for each positive integer n there is an 
x n e V such that |F( x nM > nllxnll° Since F ( 9 ) = 0, x n ^ e f o r a n Y n 
x n 
( 9 is the zero element of V). Thus y = „ „ e V, and for each n 
n
 n||xn|| 
l^n'l = ^iTTF l F ( x n Jl > 1 ' ( 2 ) n x , 
11
 n1 
However, ||y || = - and^  by the continuity of F, lim | F(y )| = | F ( 9 ) | = 0, 
n -#> c o 
This contradicts Inequality (2)o^  
A special case of the Riesz representation theorem for bounded 
linear functionals on a Hilbert space will now be stated. The proof of 
Riesz's theorem for any Hilbert space is quite elementary and may be found 
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in Halmos (cf 0 [ 3 ] , p, 3 1 ) . The theorem in question was also proved by 
M. Frechet and is often called the Riesz-Frechet theorem 0 
Theorem 4,6. (Riesz representation theorem). Let (X, A, u-) be a 
(complete) measure space*. Let F be a (complex) bounded linear functional 
on the Hilbert space A, p.). Then there is a unique e ^ ^ * * ^> ^) 
such that, if f e ^ 2 ( X , A, p.) and g e 'g, f e f, 
F(f) = f f g dp. 
J X 
(g is the complex conjugate of g ) . 
In preparation for the Radon-Nikodym theorem, certain measure-
theoretic concepts will now be discussed. 
Definition 4,7. Let X be a nonempty set and let A be a d-ring of 
subsets of X such that U ( A : A j A ) = X. A signed measure is an 
extended-real-valued, countably additive set function p. defined on A 
such that p-(ep) = 0 and such that p. assumes at most one of the value 
+ °° and A complex measure is a set function p. defined on A such 
that, for each A e A, p,(A) = P-^(A) + i p ^ A ) where p.^  and p,^  are 
signed measures on A. 
A result of fundamental importance in the theory of signed measures 
is the Jordan decomposition of a signed measure. This result will now be 
stated for the case of interest here, 
Definition 4,8. Let p. be a totally finite signed measure on a d-algebra 
A of subsets of X. For every A e A let 
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[i+{A) = sup/p . (E) i O E e A ) and 
L J 
H"(A) = - i n f £p .(E) : A D E e A} . 
Theorem 4 . 9 . ( J o r d a n decompos i t i on of a s igned measure ) . L e t p. be a 
t o t a l l y f i n i t e s igned measure on a d - a l g e b r a A of s u b s e t s o f X . Then 
p.+ and p. are t o t a l l y f i n i t e measures on A and p. = p,+ - p, . 
The proof may be found in Halmos ( c f . [ 4 ] , pp . 122-3) or rn 
H e w i t t ( c f . [ 5 ] , p p . 274-6). 
D e f i n i t i o n 4 . 1 0 . L e t ( X , A, p.) be a measure space and l e t v be a 
complex measure on A. The complex measure v i s a b s o l u t e l y c o n t i n u o u s 
w i t h r e s p e c t t o p., i n symbols v « p., i f v ( A ) = 0 whenever A e A 
and n(A) = 0 . 
Theorem 4 . 1 1 . L e t ( X , A, p,) be a measure s p a c e . 
( i ) I f v i s a t o t a l l y f i n i t e s igned measure on A and 
v = v + - v , then v « p, i f and on ly i f v + « p. and v « p.. 
( i i ) I f v i s a complex measure on A, then v « p, i f and 
o n l y i f Re (v ) « p, and Im(v) « p.. 
P r o o f . ( i ) L e t v = v + - v be a t o t a l l y f i n i t e s i gned measure on A. 
I f v + « p. and v « p., then c l e a r l y v « p,. Thus suppose v « p.. 
L e t A e A and suppose p.(A) = 0 . S i n c e A i s complete f o r p., 
p.(E) = 0 f o r every E e A such t h a t E CA. Thus v (E) = 0 f o r every 
such E e A. By D e f i n i t i o n 4 .8 
v + ( A ) = sup ( v ( E ) : A D E e A ) . 
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Hence v (A) = 0 and v « p,. Similarly, from the definition of v , 
it follows that v « p,. 
(ii) If v is a complex measure on A and A e A, then 
v(A) = 0 if and only if Re(v (A ) ) = 0 and I m ( v ( A ) ) = 0.^ 
Definition 4.12. If (X, A, p,) is a measure space, and if f and g 
are two functions defined on X such that p. ( { x : f(x) / g(x)"} ) = 0, 
then f = g modulo iu 
Theorem 4 013o (Radon-Nikodym theorem). Let (X, A, p.) be a totally 
finite measure space. If v is a totally finite signed measure on A 
which is absolutely continuous with respect to p., then there exists a 
finite-valued p,-summable function g on X such that 
v ( A ) = g dp, for every A e A, 
A 
The function g is unique in the sense that if 
v(A) = h dp, for every A e A, 
A 
then g = h modulo p,. 
Proof} Case 1. First suppose that v is a totally finite measure on 
A such that v « p,. Define the totally finite measure X on A 
by \ ( A ) = p,(A) + v ( A ) for each A e A . If \ ( A ) = 0 and B C A , 
then p,(A) = 0 and v ( A ) = 0. Since A is complete for p,, p,(B) = 0. 
Since v « p,, it follows that v(B) = 0. Thus \(B) = 0 and A is 
complete for \. For any f e L 2(X, A, X ) 
^"This proof is due to J. von Neumann [12]. 
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1 
J |f| dX < f|ff|2 F|HI2 = ILF|L2 [ M X ) ] 2 < » (3) 
X 
by Holder's inequality and the total finiteness of X. Thus 
LgCx, A, \ ) C Lj(X, A, X) 0 If f is any X-summable function, then 
X 
dv < oo . 
X 




For each f £ ^ 2 >^ ^) define the functional F by 
F(f) = I f dv for any f e f . 
J X 
By inequality (3) it follows that 
1 
IF (?) I < J |f| dv < J |f| dX < [X(X)]2 ||f||2 
X X 
for each f e<^ 2 (X, A, \ ) 0 Thus F is a bounded linear functional 
on c^2 (x, A, X)o By Theorem 4 C6 there exists a unique g 'e<£^ (X, A, X) 
such that 
F(f) = f f g dX for each f tA (X, A, \ ) . 
Hence there is a function g e L 2 (x, A, X) such that 
J f dv = J fog" dX for each f e L2(X, A, X) . (4) 
X X 
Moreover, g is unique modulo X 0 
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For any s e t A e A , K A e L 2 ( X , A , X ) ; t h u s 
Jx K A d V = Jx K A 9 <* 
= J R e ( g ) d\ - i J Im(g) d\ 
T h e r e f o r e 
J Im(g) dX = 0 f o r every A e A, 
I t f o l l o w s t h a t Im(g) = 0 modulo X ( c f . Theorem 3 , A p p e n d i x ) . Rede f ine 
Im(g) on t h e s e t where i t i s nonzero so t h a t I m ( g ( x ) ) = 0 f o r each 
x e X . Now c o n s i d e r the s e t s A^ = ( x : g ( x ) < o} and A 2 = { x : g ( x ) > lj 
I t w i l l be shown t h a t p-(A^) = p.(Ag) = 0 . From E q u a t i o n (4) i t f o l l o w s 
t h a t 
J K dv = [ K 5 dX 
= f K g dp. + T K g dv 
J X
 Aj X j 
f o r j = 1 , 2 . S i n c e each term i s f i n i t e , 
f K. (1 - g)dv = f* K. g dp. f o r j = 1,2 . (5) 
Jx Aj Jx Aj 
On A ^ , g ( x ) < 0; t h u s 
0 > 9 dp. = J (1 - g)dv > 0 
A l A l 
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It follows that f g d(i = 0 = (-g) d^0 Hence p.(A, ) = 0 
A A 1 1 
(cf. Theorem 2, Appendix). On g(x) > 1; by Equation (5) 
0 > J (1 - g) dv = J g dji > M.(A 2) > 0 
A2 A2 
Thus jj.() = 0. Since A^  0 A^ = $ and since v 
X ( A X U A 2 ) =
 Ji(A1 IJ A 2 ) + v(A1 U A 2 ) = 0 . 
Hence 0 < g(x) < 1 for almost all x e X (relative to X). Redefine 
g on a set of zero measure in such a way that 0 < g(x) < 1 for all 
x e X. 
Let f be any nonnegative measurable function on X. Define the 
sequence { ^ n j by 
fn(x) = f(x) if f(x) < n , 
= 0 if f(x) > n o 
for each x e X and each n = l , 2 r « , For n = 1,2,..., 
f e L2(X, A, \) CTL^(X, A, X), and thus f is summable with respect 
to each of X, |x, and v. By Equation (4) 
L f n d v " L f n 9 * + L f n 9 d v » 
and therefore 
J f n (1 - g) dv = J f n g dp. for n = 1,2,... 
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Since £f (l - g)J and {f g^ } are nondecreasing sequences of nonnega­
tive measurable functions, it follows by the monotone convergence theorem 
that 
J f(1 - g) dv = J f g du- (6) 
(each integral may have the value + o o ) 0 
Let g = —^— o The function g is nonnegative and finite-3o 1 - g 3o 3 
valued since 0 < g(x) < 1 for each x e X. Moreover, g is measur-
KA 
able. For any A e A let f = . Then f is nonnegative and 
measurable; by Equation (6) 
J A^ P A^ 
Thus v(A) = J g Q du. for each A e A. 
Since v(X) < co, it follows that 
f g du. = v(X) < co, 
and g Q is thus u-summable. This completes the proof in Case 1 except 
for uniqueness. This will be handled in the more general case. 
Case 2. Suppose that v is a totally finite signed measure on A 
+ - + 
such that v « p.. By Theorem 4.9, v = v - v where v and v 
are totally finite measures on A. By Theorem 4.11 it follows that 
v + « |i and v « u. Thus by Case 1 there are finite-valued u-
summable functions g + and g such that 
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v +(A) = J g + dp, 
and 
v"(A) = J g" dp. for each A e A 
Hence for each A e /V, 
v(A) = J (g + - g") dfi o 
To show uniqueness, suppose that g and h are any two finite-
valued p.-summable functions for which 
v(A) = g dp. = h dp. for each A e A. 
A A 
Then, since v is totally finite , 
(g - h) dp. = 0 for each A e A. 
J A 
Thus g = h modulo p, (cf. Theorem 3, Appendix). 
i 
The Radon-Nikodym theorem can be extended to a totally c5-finite 
space (X, A, p.) if v is a totally d-finite measure on A. However, 
generalizations of this nature are not needed here. It is, however, 
necessary to extend Theorem 4 013 to allow v to be a complex measure. 
Corollary 4 P14. Let (X, A, p,) be a totally finite measure space. If 
v is a totally finite complex measure on A which is absolutely contin­
uous with respect to p,? then there exists a complex-valued p,-summable 
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function g on X such that 
v(A) = J g du for each A e A. 
The function g is unique modulo u. 
Proof. By definition of a complex measure, there are totally finite 
signed measures and on A such that v = + i v 2 » If 
v « p., then « u and « p.. By Theorem 4.13 there are finite-
valued u-summable functions g^ and g^ such that 
and 
V j ( A ) = J g1 dp. 
v 2(A) = J g^ du for each A e A . 
The function g = g^ + i g^ clearly serves as a suitable function for 
v. Since g^ and g^ are unique modulo p. and since and are 
unique, g is unique modulo |i, 
Let (X, A, p.) be a measure space. Let p be a real number such 
that 1 < p < °°, and define the number q as follows: 
q
 =
 __P_ if i <
 p < oo (i.e., - + - = 1 ) ; 
M
 p - 1 K ' p q ' 
q = co if p = 1 „ 
With q related to p in this way, the study of the space <£ (X, A, p,) 
P 
leads, in a natural way, to consideration of the space <^ (X, A, u ) . This 
relationship can be seen, for example, in Holder's inequality. The 
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remaining theorems of this chapter point to another natural relationship 
between d( and ^ „ 
P q 
Theorem 4 015. Let (X, p,) be an arbitrary measure space and let 
1 < p < ° ° o For every g ed^ (X, A, p.), 1 < q < °°, the functional F 
defined for f e<^?p(X, A, p.) by 
F(f) = F f g d j A (7) 
J X 
is a bounded linear functional. Moreover, ||g|| = ||F|I for 1 < q < «>0 
Q 
If (X, A, p.) is totally d-finite, then ||g|^  = ||F||. 
Proof, Let F be defined on <ih by Equation (7) 0 If 1 < p < °° 
and ?E ^  , then 
P 
< I If I | g | ^ < lfL IQIL Jx p q 
by Holder's inequality. Thus F is a bounded linear functional on cA^ 
for 1 < p < c o (the linearity of F follows from that of the integral). 
Moreover, ||F|| < l|g|| o It remains to show that ||g||^  < ||F||O 
Define the measurable function h on X by 
h(x) = i^|L
 i f o < | g ( x ) | < - (8) 
= 1 if | g (x) | = 0 orco 0 
Let (X, A, p.) be an arbitrary measure space and let 1 < p < 0 0 0 Let 
f = hjgl0' ^ 0 The function f is measurable, and 
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1 
f !9i ( q" 1 ) P |h|Pdu)P = ||g|| P 
Thus f e L and f is in the domain of F 0 Furthermore, since 
P 
E = j^x s |g(x)j = ocj is of measure zero, 
F(f) - [ M^ 1 h g du = f Ig^"1 hg d» 
J X J X - E 
= J l9|q du = ||g|| q . 
X-E 
Hence 
Il9llqq - |F(f)| < ||F|| ||f||p = ||F|| ||g||qP . 
q " 3 
If ||g||q / 0, then ||F|I > |lg||q p - |lg||q . If ||g||q = 0, then 
it is evident that ||F|| > ||g||
 0 
Now let p = 1 ? q = 0 0 and let (X, A, p.) be a totally c-finite 
measure space 0 If u-(X) = 0 ? then |!QlUo =0 £ Thus suppose that 
p,(X) > O o Suppose also that there is an e > 0 such that [|Q|Uo > ||Fl| + 
If E = ^ x : |g(x)| > ||F[| + , then p.(E) > 0 since otherwise 
lglLo 1 + e ° L e _ t A ]_» A 2 9 0 0 3 b e s e t s °^ finite positive measure 
such that X = U A.„ Then there is an integer k such that 
i = l 1 
0 < u(E flA.) < 0 0 o For some such k let A = E 0 A and let f = K . 
Then f e and 
llfglli = J 191 djx > J (||Fl| + §) 
A A 
> (||F[| + |) u(A) o 
3 
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I f h i s t h e f u n c t i o n d e f i n e d by E q u a t i o n ( 8 ) , then | h ( x ) | = 1 f o r 
each x e X . Thus | f | h e L ^ , and 
f |fg| dp. = f |f | hg dp. = F(fTjh) 
J X J X 
< ||F[| Hfhl^  = ||F|| |i(A) . 
H e n c e , i f > ||F|| + e , 
( | |F| | + | ) | i ( A ) < H f g l ^ < ||F|| | i ( A ) . 
S i n c e 0 < ji(A) < ° ° , i t must f o l l o w t h a t ||F|| + | < ||F||. Thus t h e r e 
i s no e > 0 f o r which Hgl^  > ||F|| + e ; i . e . , (Ig^  < ||F||.B 
Theorem 4 . 1 6 . ( R i e s z r e p r e s e n t a t i o n t h e o r e m ) . L e t ( X , A , p,) be an 
a r b i t r a r y measure space and l e t p be a number such t h a t 1 < p < ° ° . 
I f F e & ( X , A , p,), then t h e r e e x i s t s a unique g e£ ( X , A , p,) such 
P Q 
t h a t 
( i ) f o r every f e ^ ( X , A , JA) 
P 
F ( f ) f fg dp,, and 
J
 X 
( i i ) | |F | | = | | g [ | q . 
Remark. The proof t o be g i v e n here i s e s s e n t i a l l y based on t h a t t o 
be found i n [ 1 4 ] „ 
P r o o f . Case 1. Suppose t h a t (X , A , \l) i s such t h a t A e A on ly i f 
p,(A) = + c o or p.(A) = O o L e t f be d e f i n e d on X and suppose t h a t 
A = | x : | f ( x ) j > o} has nonzero measure. For n = 1 , 2 , . . . , l e t 
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A = fx : | f (x) | > -] . There is some integer N such that p.(AKI) / 0; 
n L 1 ' ' • n 
for, if not, 
u(A) = ^ M ^ n J ^ I ^ ( A n } = ° ' 
Thus u(AM) = °°, and 
F | L P > J. |F| pd, > £ I I < V 
AN 
Hence f $ L^. It follows that f e only if |f(x)| = 0 almost 
everywhere. Therefore, ^ = ^ 0 "j, ^  * = } , and g = 0 e <X = { @ } 
satisfies (i) and (ii). 
Case 2. Suppose that (X, A, p.) is such that there exists an A e A 
for which 0<U-(A)< °°. Let F be a (fixed) member of A . Now 
P 
(A, A^, U^) is a totally finite measure space if A^ is the family 
of measurable subsets of A and p.«(E) = u(E) for each E e A . If 
Pi f\ 
B e A^, then e Lp( x, A, p.). Thus define the complex-valued set 
function X on A A by 
X(B) = F(KB) for each B e A . 
Let B^, B^,... be a disjoint sequence of measurable subsets of A, 
0 0 
and let B = U B., If h is the characteristic function of 
i = i 1 
n 
U B. for n = 1,2,..., 
i = l 1 
then 0 < - h < K_ and lim h = K„. By the Lebesgue dominated 
- B n - B n B 7 3 
n •••oo 
convergence theorem, lim ||Kg - h || = 0. By Theorem 4.5 F is 
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c o n t i n u o u s on A „ Thus 
P 
\ ( B ) = F(K ) = l im F(h ) 
n 
n 
= l im F / K \ = l i m 
n » c o l^ pBij n - > » .
= 1 
oo 
• I *<Bi> • 
i = l 
Hence \ i s c o u n t a b l y a d d i t i v e on A . S i n c e \ (o) = F ( A ) = 0 and 
\ (A) < co, \ i s a t o t a l l y f i n i t e complex measure on A . Moreover , i f 
B e A A and n(B) = 0 , then 
\ ( B ) = F ( K B ) = F(fi) = 0 . 
I t f o l l o w s t h a t \ « n . By C o r o l l a r y 4.14 t h e r e e x i s t s a complex-
v a l u e d summable f u n c t i o n g A on A such t h a t 
A 
X ( B ) = F ( K B ) = J g A dp.A f o r each B e A ^ . 
The f u n c t i o n g i s unique modulo p. « De f ine g . t o be zero on X - A, 
A A 
Then 
F ( K B ) = J K B g A dp, f o r each B e A^ . 
X 
By t h e un iqueness of g A , i f A' e A and p. (A') < °°> then g A , = g A 
modulo p. on A O A ' . 
L e t A e A w i t h 0 < \i(k) < co. L e t A ^ ,..., A be a d i s j o i n t 
sequence of s u b s e t s of A such t h a t P-(A^) > 0 f o r i = 1 , . . . , n. L e t 
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G = <f : f = a^K^ for some complex numbers a^,..,, a^ 
L i=i 1 
Then 
G C L and, for each f g G< 
P 
F(f) = I a i F(K A i) = I a. f K A g A 
i=l i=l X 
du 
g A * 
Define the function f e G by 




where 0^ is the argument of F ( K A )> with the understanding that 
arg(O) = 0. Since K K = 0 if j / k , 
1 J 
p= r y n , F(KA ) ,(q-l)p 
u(A j } 
J 
du 
n , F(KA ) ,q 
I 
j = l 
P-(A. 






e"i6J F(KA ) 
j 
r n 
I | F (K
 A ) | q M A . ) ) 1 " ^ 
j = l j 
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I | F ( K A )|Q (^(A.)) 
1 = 1 5 . 
1-q 
1-q 
I |F(K A )| Q (JI(AJ)) 
LJ=1 j 
1-q (9) 
If [|f|| = 0, then F(K ) = 0 for j = 1,..., n by definition of f. 
P j 
In this case Inequality (9) merely asserts that ||F|| > 0. 
Let A be a fixed set of finite measure, and let be defined 
as before. For n = 1,2,.define the function g on X as follows 
' n 
Re(g (x)) = min (- , n) if 0 < - < Re(gA(x)) < n^ n ' - n - V 3A " n 
for some integer k; 
Re(g (x)) = max (- - , -n) if 0 < £ < Re(-gA(x)) < 
for some integer k; 
Im (gn(x)) is defined analogously. 
Thus lim g (x) = g.(x) for each x e X. Note that each g 
is a simple function, and each is thus of the form 
- I C N A N l l 
i = l 
where U A. CI A 
i-1 1 
If \i (A/ 1) = 0 for any i and n, redefine g^ to be zero on A ^ N , 
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I n t h i s way choose i n t e g e r s (n = 1 , 2 , . . . ) and r e l a b e l t h e d i s j o i n t 
s e t s kP i n such a way t h a t u ( A ^ n ) > 0 f o r i = 1 , 2 , . . . , and 
n = 1 , 2 , . . . . L e t x „ n e A „ n f o r i - 1 , . . . , M and n = 1 , 2 , . . . . 
j j i i , 7 n 
Then , f o r i = 1 , . . . , and n = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
R E
 ( 1 9 A d j A ) = I R e ( V ^ - I R e ( g n ) d ^ 
\ A, N / A „ n A , N 
R e ( g n ( x . n )) ^ ( A . N ) . 
S i m i l a r l y , 
Im 
H e n c e , f o r i = 1 , . . . , and n = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
J 9 A du > ffRe(gn(x in))l2 + J i m ( g n ( x . n ) ) 
A . n 1 J L l 
> |gn ( x . n ) | n(A.n) . 
By I n e q u a l i t y (9) i t f o l l o w s t h a t , f o r n = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
F > 
- i = l 1 
M 
1 1 I If g A du ^ M A . " ) ) 1 ^ 
Li = l 1 A . N 
L i = l 
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r- M 
L i = l 
> llg 
n"q 
An application of Fatou's lemma results in the inequality 
|F|| > lim inf | |g n | | > ll9Al 
Now, for each A e A for which p.(A) < «, let H(A) = l|gAllqq 
Let 
U = sup { H(A) : |i(A) < 00} < ||F||q . 
If A, B e A, A C B , and p,(B) < 00, then g A = g B modulo p. on A 
and g A = 0 on X - A. Thus H(A) < H(B). Hence a sequence { A^} 
of sets of finite measure may be chosen so that A^dk^d and 
00 
lim H(A ) = U. Let T = U A and let g = lim g (since g & = gA n 1 n A A A . 
n-*co n=l n-*«> n n n+1 
modulo p. on A^, lim g A exists almost everywhere relative to p. 
n n 
and vanishes on X - T). Since {|9 A |q^} is a nondecreasing sequence 
n 
of measurable functions, it follows from the monotone convergence theorem 
that 
J |g|qdp. = lim ||g || q = lim H(A^) = u < « . 
X n -••co n n -free-
Thus g e L . Furthermore, if B d A for some n and B e A, then q n ' 
F(V = L *B 9A * ' 
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Inasmuch as l K B 9 A I 1 K g l $ l e L i * " t n e Lebesgue dominated convergence 
n 
theorem implies that 
(Kg) = lim f K B g A dp. = J K g g dp. . (10) 
n X n X 
Suppose C e A is such that T fl C = <D. Then 
lim H(A U C ) = lim [H(A ) + H(C)] = U + H(C) . 
n ••OO n ••OO 
By definition of U , H(C) = 0. Now let A q e A be a set of finite 
measure for which H(A ) > 0. Thus A Q fl T / 0, and K A = K A p + K A 
0
 o o 
Since T f] (A - T) = H(A - T) = 0 and 
o 
A - T F(K A _ T ) =
 K
A _ T 9 A . T ^ = 0 
o X o o 
Thus F ( K A ) = ^(K^ P| J ) . Note that K A . = lim K A P] A since 
o o ' o n ••OO o n 
A^ C A^ CT ... . Also, observe that | p | x ~ ^ A 0 A ^ — ^ A 0 T ^  
By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, lim ffKA RI 7 ~ ^ A P i A fl 
n-^ «> 0 o n P 
Since A Q f] A^ CZ A , it follows from Equation (10) and the above discus­
sion that 
F ( K A > = F ( K A H T ' = F ( K A H A > 
o o n o n 
= lim 
K A D A 9 D ^ • 
n -*
co
 X o n 
Moreover, | p A g | < |g| e L^ because p.(A ) < 00 and g e L . 
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Another application of the dominated convergence theorem results in the 
equation 
F ( iV = 4 \ n i g # = 4 KAO 9D" 
because g = 0 on X - T. Now let A e A be a set of finite measure 3
 o 
for which H(A ) = 0. As noted previously, g = g. modulo u on 
O A A 
o n 
A (1 A . Hence g. = g modulo u on A H T . Since H(A ) = llg. I  ^  = 0, 
o n A^ 3 r o 1 1 o "A "q 
o o 
Moreover, F(KA ) = J d(i = 0, Hence Equation (11) is valid for 
o X o o 
any A e A which has finite measure, 
o 
Let f = a^ Kg e L where a^  / 0 for any i. Since 
i=l 1 1 P 
l!fHpP > lail for i = 1,..0, n, u t B . ) < » for i = 1,..., n. 
By Equation (11) it follows that 
n n 
F('f-) = 1* F(K B) = I a. J g du 
i = l 1 i = l X 1 
= R f g du o (12) 
JX 
Now let f e L^0 By Theorem 3.7 there is a sequence { f n } °f measur­
able simple functions such that lim ||f - f [| = 0 and 
n ->» n p 
u [x : f (x) / o} < oo for n = l,2 , o . 0
 0 By Equation (12), for 
n = 1,2,•o a , 
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Since F is continuous on A , lim F(f ) = F(f) . The functional G 
P ^ n 
defined on <A by 
P 
G(f) = f f g du for fei 
J v P X 
is also continuous by Theorem 4 015» Thus 
lim F f g du = | f g du . 
n -*« J X J X 
Hence, for each f e A , 
P ' 
F(f) = f f g du 
Since g e L , it follows from Theorem 4,15 that ||g|| = ||F||. 
To show that the § £( q^ determined by g is unique, suppose 
that g. , g~ e L and 
2 q 
F(f) = [* fg,du = I* fg Qdu for each f eJ\ . 
J X 1 J X Z p 
From Theorem 4.15 it follows immediately that ||F|| = Hg^lq = lQ^Hp• 
Thus g 1 = g2« 
To deduce a result analogous to that of Theorem 4.16 for < ^ , it 
is necessary to restrict the measure space (X, A, u) further. An example 
to show that Theorem 4 C16 cannot be extended without modification to A^ 
may be found in [14]. It is sufficient, however, to require that 
(X, A, u) be totally d-finite<, 
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Theorem. 4. 17. Let (X, A 9 p, ) be a totally d-f inite measure space. 
If F e^*(X, A, p.), then there exists a unique g e^0Q(X, A, p.) such 
that 
(i) for every f e<£^ (X, A, p.) 
F(f) j fg dp., and 
JX 
(ii) l|F|| = lgtU . 
Proof. Case 1. Suppose that p.(X) < °°. In Theorem 4.16 it was shown 
that, for each F e <A (l < p <°°), there is a complex-valued summable 
function g such that 
F(K A) = J K a g dp. for each A e A . 
The corresponding result for F e/^ follows from this since the assump­
tion that p > 1 was not used in that portion of the proof of Theorem 
4.16. Thus suppose that F e <^ and that g e L^  is such that 
F(KA) = J K A g dp. for each A e A. 
If f e L^ is a simple function, then it follows that 
F(f) = f f g du . 
J X 
Let g^  = Re(g) and g^ = Im(g). For each f in the real space L^, 
write 
F(f) = Fx(f) + i F2(f) 
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where and F^ are real-valued functionals. The functionals F^ 
and F^ are bounded linear functionals on real It follows that, 
for any simple function f in real L^, 
F l ( f ) = J f g 1 d[i and (13) 
X 
F 2 ( ? ) = L f 9 2 * • 
A 
Let P = ( x : g x(x) > o} and let f be any nonnegative function in 
real L^. Let {^^\ D e a nondecreasing sequence of nonnegative mea­
surable simple functions such that f^(x) < f^(x) < . < f(x) and 
lim f (x) = f(x) for each x e X (cf. Theorem 1, Appendix). For 
n 
n = l , 2 , . . 0 , | f - f | K < |f|; by the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
n p 
theorem, lim \ K n If - f I du = 0. Since F. is continuous on J P 1 n 1 1 1' 
n X 
lim F^(K^f^) = F^(K pf)o The sequence (f Iq^ I} * s a nondecreasing 
sequence of nonnegative measurable functions,, Furthermore, for x e P 
0 < f n(x) g^(x)« By the monotone convergence theorem and Equation (13), 
I K nfg. du ^ \ f g. du = lim | f g, da 
J X P 1 J P 1 n^oo JP ^l 
= lim F. (fi? ) - F. (iTf) < « „ 
n+oo
 1 n
 P 1 P 
Now X - P = (x i g x(x) < 0 ) „ For any nonnegative function f in real 
L^, an analogous argument shows that 
F l ( f K X - P » = 1 f K X - P 9l * > - ' 
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For each n o n n e g a t i v e f i n r e a l L ^ , i t t h u s f o l l o w s t h a t fg^ e L , 
and 
F ^ f ) = F ^ f K p ) + F ^ f K ^ ) 
= I* fg d|i + f fg dp, 
Jp i J x _ p i 
= f f g , du . 
For any f i n r e a l L ^ , w r i t e f = f + - f". Then 
F x ( f ) = F ^ f * ) - F l ( f " ) = J f + g ^ j i - J f" 9 l d u , 
X X 
= J f g 1 du. , and f g 1 e . 
I n the same way i t f o l l o w s t h a t 
F2(?) * Jx f92 * 
f o r each f in r e a l L ^ . T h u s , f o r each f in r e a l L ^ , 
F ( f ) = F^ ( ? ) + i F 2 ( f ) = J f ( 9 l + i g 2 ) dji 
= f f g du. . 
F i n a l l y , f o r any f e , 
F ( f ) = F ( R e ( f ) ) + i F ( I m ( f ) ) 
= J f g dp, , (14) 
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and f g e L^ „ 
As is the proof of Theorem 4015, define the measurable function h 
by 
h(x) = - ^ j 1 - if 0 < |g(x)| < co, 
= 1 if |g(x) | = 0 or co. 
Let f^  = |g|h. Then, since g e L^ and |h| =1, f^  e L^. Thus, since 
J |g|2 du. = J f l 9 dp = F(fx) < ||Fl| H^l^ 
< [|Fl| f |g| dp = ||F|| f h g dp. 
< HFll F(h) < ||F[|2 Hh^ < [|F||2 p(X) . 
i 12 
Therefore g e L^, and the function f^  = |g | h e L^. For each posi­
tive integer n, define f = |g|n h. By induction it follows that 
r | g| n dp < [|Fir p ( x ) . 
J
x 
For each positive integer k, let A. = (x : |g(x)| > k]. 








Thus, if k is an integer for which P-^ j^ ) > 0, 
lim 
n -+ 0 0 
u(A k) 
ilTxT = 1 < 
HFJI 
k 
However, if u(A^) > 0 and k > ||F[|, the preceding inequality is con­
tradicted. Thus u(A k) = 0 for each k> ||F[|. Hence u { x : | g(x) | > |[Fll J = 0 
and [Igl^  < ||F||. If u(X) = 0 and Hg^  < ||F||. If u(X) = 0, then 
llgll^  = 0 < ||F||. Finally, it follows from Equation (14) and Holder's inequal­
ity that ||F[| < llgl^. It now follows from Equation (14) and Theorem 4.15 
that the equivalence class g induced by g is unique. 
Case 2o Suppose that (X, A, u) is totally d-finite. Let { A n } D e a n 
oo 
increasing sequence of sets of finite measure such that X = [ J A . For 
n=l 
each n, ( A n>^n>^) * s a totally finite measure space if A n denotes 
family of all measurable subsets of A^. Thus, for n = 1,2,..., there 
is a unique a e / such that M 3 n oo 
the 
F(fi<A ) = J fKA g ndu for each f e Ll (15) 
and |1F|1 > |1gnl'00 (the restriction of F to functions vanishing outside 
A^ is a functional having norm less than or equal to the norm of F ) . 
Moreover, since A C A for n = 1.2.«... 
' n n+1 ' ' ' 
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F ( f K . ) = F f fK K. , A 1 A A , . I 
n \ n n+1 J 
= JA f 9n+l + 
n 
f o r « a c h f e L ^ . By E q u a t i o n (15) and the uniqueness of g^, i t f o l l o w s 
t h a t g = g . . modulo u on A . Thus l im g (x) = g, (x) f o r almost 
n 3 n + l r n r n 
n -»°° 
a l l x e A^ (k = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . L e t g ( x ) = l im 9 n( x) where the l i m i t e x i s t s 
n 
and se t g(x) = 0 e l s e w h e r e . S i n c e Hg ([^  < ||F|| f o r n = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
l9 n( x)| < llFll f o r a lmost a l l x e X . Thus l im |g ( x ) | = |g(x)| < ||F|| 
n -froo 
f o r a lmost a l l x e X and \\9\\m < Now, s i n c e g = g^  modulo u, on 
A ^ , i t f o l l o w s from E q u a t i o n (15) t h a t 
F ( f K ) = fK g dp, f o r each f e L . 
A k J X A k 1 
and k = 1 , 2 , . . . . Now [ f K^ g | < | f g | , l im fK^ g = f g , and 
k k -*co k 
l f " f K A k l < l f l ° Moreover , f o r f e 
l l fgl l i < llflli IIQIL < - . 





lim (* |f - fK | du = 0 
k -*» J x k 
Since F is continuous on , 
F(f) = lim F(fK ) 
k">°o Hk 
= lim I fK g du = [ f g du 
k -too J x Ak J X 
for each f e L. „ By Holder's inequality ||F|| < ||g|| . Since the reverse 
inequality was previously obtained, ||F|| < ||g|| o Since the reverse inequal­
ity was previously obtained, ||F|| = llgll^o The uniqueness of g follows 
immediately from Theorem 4 o15 0j 
The Riesz representation theorem cannot be extended to linear func­
tionals on tt\ (X, A, u) even if u is Lebesgue measure and u(X) < <». 
An example illustrating this may be found in Zaanen (cf„ [17], pp. 201-2). 
For an arbitrary measure space (X, A, u) and 1 < p < <», the 
spaces A* and are closely relatedo For (X, A, u) a totally 
d-finite measure space, there is a similar relationship between and 
CT^O The verification of these statements is now quite simple. 
Definition 4,18* Let B^ and B^ be Banach (complete normed linear) 
spaceso An isometric isomorphism of B^ into * s a one-to-one linear 
transformation <E> of B^  into B^ such that |[$>(x)[|2 = for every 
x e B ^ o If there is an isometric isomorphism of B^ onto B^, then B^ 
and B^ are isometrically isomorphic. 
Theorem 40JL9. If (X, A, u) is an arbitrary measure space and 1 < p < <», 
then d * (X, A, u) and (X, A, u) are isometrically isomorphic 
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If (X, A, p.) is a totally d-finite measure space, then 
oi* (X, A, p.) and d> ^ (X, A, p.) are isometrically isomorphic. 
Proof. For 1 < p < co and 1 < q < co, define the transformation <D 
from d\ * to ^ as follows: for F e <X * , O(F) = g if and only if 
P Q P 
F(f) = f f g dp, for every f e £ , (16) 
J x p 
The transformation O is well-defined on all of d by Theorems 4.16 
P 
and 4.17: for each F e c A ^ (l < p < co), there is a unique g e<^ q 
(1 < q < co) which satisfies Equation (16). If O (F^) = ^ (F^) = g , 
then clearly F^  = Thus <fr is one-to-one. The linearity of $ 
is evident, and it follows from Theorem 4.15 that 
ll$(F)ll = llgllq = !I F!I for each F £^p 
^ / » * 
(1 < p < co). Since each g e generates an F z<r\ , the transforma-
Q P 
tion is onto <^q» Thus, ik * and J\ are isometrically isomorphic for 




THEOREMS CITED IN TEXT 
Theorem 1. L e t (X , A, u) be a measure space and l e t f be a nonnega­
t i v e measurable f u n c t i o n on X . Then t h e r e e x i s t s a sequence { f n ~ } of 
n o n n e g a t i v e measurable s imple f u n c t i o n s on X such t h a t 
( i ) f ^ ( x ) < f 2 ( x ) < . 3 0 < f ( x ) f o r each x e X , and 
( i i ) l i m f (x) = f ( x ) f o r each x e X . 
n - * » 
Theorem 2 . L e t ( X , A , u) be a measure s p a c e 0 L e t f be a f u n c t i o n 
which i s summable over a s e t A e A. I f f i s p o s i t i v e a lmost e v e r y ­
where on A , and i f 
f f du = 0, then u(A) = 0 . 
J
 A 
Theorem 3 . L e t (X , A, u ) be a measure s p a c e 0 L e t f be a f u n c t i o n 
which i s summable over X . I f f du = 0 f o r every A e A , then 
A 
f ( x ) = 0 f o r a lmost a l l x e X . 
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INDEX OF SYMBOLS 
oo 
C i n f i n i t e l y d i f f e r e n t i a b l e f u n c t i o n s 
E^ extended r e a l l i n e 
E q -d imens iona l E u c l i d e a n space 
f : A — * B f u n c t i o n w i t h domain A and range a subset of B 
f € ^ e q u i v a l e n c e c l a s s of f u n c t i o n s ( c f . p . 21) 
I m ( f ) i m a g i n a r y p a r t of f 
K complex numbers 
K. c h a r a c t e r i s t i c f u n c t i o n of A A 
Lp space of f u n c t i o n s f w i t h | f ] P summable ( c f . p . 20) 
^ Banach space corresponding t o L (c f • p . 21) 
P P 
(I * || norm i n a normed l i n e a r space 
II • || norm i n 
" "p p 
v + - v J o r d a n decompos i t i on of a s igned measure v ( c f . 42 ) 
v « \i complex measure v i s a b s o l u t e l y cont inuous r e l a t i v e to u, 
R r e a l numbers 
R e ( f ) r e a l p a r t of f 
V * c o n j u g a t e (or d u a l ) of V ( c f . p . 40) 
( X , A , | i ) measure space ( c f . p . 3 ) 
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